FALL COLLECTION 2022

UNICEF MARKET CARDS & GIFTS

Every card, every gift you buy, helps save children’s lives.

FREE SHIPPING on orders over $75
Online shoppers use promo code: FreeShip75

unicefmarket.org
Dear Friend:

UNICEF was founded in 1946 after World War II, amidst widespread devastation, when children impacted needed the support, services and advocacy that only UNICEF could provide.

Today, that need is just as great. Nearly half of the world’s 2.2 billion children live in countries impacted by climate change, and a global food crisis means a child becomes severely wasted from malnutrition every minute of every day. Thanks to the COVID-19 pandemic, routine vaccination of children has dropped to its lowest level since 2008, while war in Ukraine and other conflicts are putting hundreds of thousands of children in jeopardy.

While the world is a threatening place for many children, UNICEF never stops fighting for their right to grow up healthy, safe and hopeful about their futures. UNICEF relies on donations to fund its programs for every child. And by shopping at UNICEF Market, you can help UNICEF continue its lifesaving work and remain poised to respond to future dangers.

A portion of every UNICEF Market purchase helps UNICEF deliver nutrition, health care, immunizations, safe water, education and emergency relief whenever — and wherever — needed. Plus, every UNICEF Market product is sourced directly from talented artisans, many of whom live in the countries where UNICEF works. Thanks to UNICEF Market, these talented artisans from Asia, Latin America and Africa can receive a fair price for their work and build businesses that strengthen their communities and support their families.

UNICEF won’t stop working for every child. By shopping at UNICEF Market, you can join us and make the world a better place for children and families everywhere.

Marie Cambet
UNICEF USA

SHOP FOR GOOD.
DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT.
Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.

STOCK UP ON UNICEF’S MOST POPULAR HOLIDAY CARDS!

HOLIDAY CARD ASSORTMENT
A special collection of our most popular UNICEF Holiday Cards. Everyone’s favorite embellishments including embossing, foils, and glitter accents make this collection a bestseller year after year. Inside message varies. 5” x 7”, 20 cards, 20 envelopes.
U74403   $20.50

SHOP FOR GOOD.
DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT.
Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.
Help UNICEF deliver lifesaving nutrition, medical care and warmth to the world’s most vulnerable children. Change a child’s life. Give an Inspired Gift today.

Select your gift, then dedicate it to a friend or loved one with a beautiful card. UNICEF will deliver the supplies, and let your special someone know about the difference they’re making in a child’s life.

- WARM CLOTHES
  Warm clothes and boots kids wore this past winter won’t fit next. Protect them from the cold.

- LIFESAVING NUTRITION
  Save a child’s life with therapeutic food, milk and micronutrient powder.

- MEDICINES AND VACCINES
  Help vaccinate a child against deadly diseases like polio and measles.

- SHELTER
  Protect families from the elements with tents, tarps and blankets.

- EDUCATION AND PLAY
  Give children the supplies they need to learn and play.

- GIFT BASKETS
  Give a basket with a variety of lifesaving supplies to help children survive.

Shop and dedicate your gift online at inspiredgifts.org
**THE HOLLY TREE**
Doves of peace rest among the branches of a holly tree. Embossing and foil accents.
5” x 7”, 20 cards, 12 envelopes.
U1052   $20.50

**A SNOW WHITE DOVE**
Bearing an olive branch, a dove darts among berry-laden branches. Foil and micro-glitter accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67209   $12.50

**THE WINTER CARDINALS**
Bundled against the cold, cardinals gather against a golden folk art backdrop. Inside message: “Hope your holidays are filled with everything memorable and meaningful...beautiful and bright.” Foil accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74420   $12.50

**HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS**
A magical holiday scene is revealed as you unfold this delightful card. Inside message: “Christmas happiness to your heart and home.”
Diecut design. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74407   $12.50

**A SEASON OF JOY**
Evergreen branches and sprigs of holly have decorated homes since ancient times. Inside message: “Thinking of you and wishing you joy throughout this beautiful season.” Foil and micro-glitter accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74410   $12.50
**More Joy**
Sending holiday cards continues a tradition that originated in 19th century England.
100% recycled paper stock; embossing. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74421 $12.50

**Santa Wears Many Hats**
Santa may change his appearance a little from country to country, but his welcoming Ho ho ho...is always the same. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74400 $12.50

**Alebrije Heart Ornaments**
Mexican artisan Claudio Ojeda crafts these petite hand-painted wooden alebrije hearts, a traditional Oaxacan folk art. Set of five. 1.5” H.
U1010 $49.95

**Let There Be Peace**
Flowers spring from an olive branch as a dove encircles the globe spreading the message of peace. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 20 cards, 20 envelopes.
U67222 $20.50

**Unicef Reached 154 Million Children with Lifesaving Screening for Severe Malnutrition and Treated Nearly 5.5 Million Children.**

**A House in the Woods**
Winter scenes were among the first subjects featured when snow globes were introduced in 19th century Austria. Inside message: “Wishing you every wonder of the holiday season.” Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74413 $12.50

**Trees for the Season**
One of everyone’s favorite holiday traditions, tree decorating, can be traced back to medieval Germany.
Inside message: “Wishing you a season that sparkles, a new year that shines.” Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74412 $12.50

**Pretty Horses Ornaments**
Bali’s Komang Sulaksana crafts his own take on the iconic Dala horses of Sweden. Brightly colored and richly decorated, the stout ornaments will brighten up any tree or mantel. Each horse is hand-painted and decorated using pointillism, giving them detail as well as texture. Set of four. 3.75” L.
U74418 $27.95
THE WINTER GAME
The first recorded formal ice hockey game was played in 1855 in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Now the national game of Canada, neighborhood hockey games are a regular scene across the country during the winter months. Canadian artist Terry Ananny paints this classic scene of children at play in vibrant colors. Printed exclusively for UNICEF. 7” x 5”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U74419 $12.50

IMAGINE ALL THE CHILDREN...
Children from around the world happily playing together represent peace and friendship to all people. Embossing. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U74417 $12.50

AS HIGH AS THE SKY
Children gather to build a multi-storied snowman. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U74405 $12.50

THE FOX IN THE FOREST
A fox takes a moment to reflect amid the beauty of a winter forest. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U67215 $12.50

THE PENGUIN AND HIS RIDE
Good friends show that cold weather is no match for warm hearts. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U74401 $12.50

HIGH UPON THE MOUNTAIN
This colorful three-panel card unfolds to reveal a snow-covered mountain landscape. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes. U52207 $12.50

IT’S CHRISTMAS—ENJOY EVERY MERRY MINUTE!
JOY AROUND THE WORLD
Children holding hands are a universal symbol of peace, joy and understanding across the world. Die-cut. 5” x 7”, 20 cards, 20 envelopes.
U52209 $20.50

SNOW ANGELS
Happy children make snow angels in a winter wonderland. Envelope features a cut-out peephole providing a glimpse of the card inside. 5” x 7”, 10 cards, 10 envelopes.
U67220 $12.50

SMILES HAVE NO BORDERS
Children gathered together bring a smile to the world. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U37188 $12.50

QUITAPENA ORNAMENTS
This set of six angelic quitapenas – or “worry dolls” – is created by the Lopez Garcia family in Guatemala. Each angel is an ornament with sparkling colored paper wings and a dress made from handwoven striped cotton fabric. Each 3” H.
U41785 $22.95

GUMDROP GARLAND
Globes of bright felted wool in gumdrop colors are strung together to create this cheery Christmas tree garland. Hand-embroidered details add to its charm. Perfect for trimming the tree or decorating the mantel. Approx 9.75 feet L.
U21839 $24.95

KIDS AROUND THE WORLD
Children hold hands as they come together to share the joy of the season. Folded pop-out card. 5” x 7”, 10 cards, 10 envelopes.
U67218 $12.50

IN 2021, UNICEF HELPED 48.6 MILLION OUT-OF-SCHOOL CHILDREN ACCESS EDUCATION, INCLUDING 6.4 MILLION CHILDREN ON THE MOVE AND 31.7 MILLION IN HUMANITARIAN SETTINGS.
PEACE ON EARTH
A folk art dove extends the olive branch of peace. Embossing and foil accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U484171 $12.50

ECO TREE
Eco folk art tree decorated with the word “peace” in six languages. Embossing and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U1046 $12.50

THE MIDNIGHT DOVE
A folk art dove soars against a midnight sky as snowflakes fall among sprigs of berries. Foil accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67211 $12.50

A JOYOUS MESSAGE
Evergreen branches and sprigs of holly surround this joyous message. Foil accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67212 $12.50

FOLK ART STARS ORNAMENTS
Artisan José Arriola handcrafts and hand paints six colorful ceramic star ornaments with whimsical Guatemalan folk art motifs. Each 2.75" H.
U25680 $39.95

FESTIVE TREE
Topped with a golden star, a beautiful holiday tree bids a warm welcome. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5" x 7", 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67206 $12.50
JOYFUL ANGEL
A smiling angel floats among heavenly stars to light the season.
Foil and micro-glitter accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U33423 $12.50

PEACE TO OUR WORLD
Golden patterns connect countries as golden moments connect us. Foil accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U37191 $12.50

IN ALL HEARTS, LOVE.
IN ALL LIVES, JOY.
IN ALL THE WORLD, PEACE.

STAR BLOOM ORNAMENTS
A sunflower blooms from the center of a hand carved star in these beautiful wood ornaments from Bali. The set of 3 stars is carved on both sides and make lovely decorations beyond the Christmas season.
Each 4.75” diam.
U67781 $39.95

SWIRLING SNOWFLAKES
Snowflakes twirl and swirl across a golden sky. Envelope features a cut-out peephole providing a glimpse of the card inside.
5” x 7”, 10 cards, 10 peek envelopes.
U67213 $12.50

A LIGHT IN BETHLEHEM
A golden star guides the Magi as they seek the child who is born in Bethlehem. Inside message: “Wishing you every blessing during this peaceful season.” Foil accents.
5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74414 $12.50

IN 2021, UNICEF SUPPORTED MORE THAN 4.8 MILLION CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES THROUGH DISABILITY-INCLUSIVE PROGRAMMING.

MAY THE WONDERS OF THE SEASON BRING YOU JOY TO LAST ALL YEAR.

Wishing you every blessing during this peaceful season.

Phone Orders: 800-553-1200  |  unicefmarket.org  |  1716  |  FALL COLLECTION 2022  |  unicefmarket.org
HANUKKAH GREETING
Colorful letters spell out the favored greeting for the Festival of Lights. Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67223 $12.50

HOPE DOVE ORNAMENTS
A universal symbol of peace, these gentle doves bring their message of hope this holiday season. The set of five white-and-gold winged birds have wire legs which allow them to perch on a Christmas tree branch, in a plant or even atop a gift. Each pinewood dove is hand-carved and painted by Brazilian artist Raul Vinelli. Each approx. 3.25” L x 1.5” H.
U68511 $49.95

THE SEASON OF LIGHTS
Symbolizing the miracle of light, the menorah is one of the oldest symbols of Judaism. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74409 $12.50

A GATHERING OF DOVES
Gentle white doves spread their message of peace against a golden sky. Inside message: "Softly, quietly, and completely...may peace fill your holidays." Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74402 $12.50

BEACON OF PEACE
A shining star casts a golden light across a midnight blue sky. Inside message: "Hope the season will shine its light, spread its joy, and bring its peace to you and our world." Foil and micro-glitter accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74406 $12.50
MOONLIT DEER
Woodland creatures meet in a magical folklore forest. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U67216 $20.50

GATHERED TOGETHER
Woodland creatures meet in a magical folklore forest. Foil accents. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U37197 $12.50

SANTA OVER TOWN HEIRLOOM
Santa and his reindeer fly above a snow-covered town. Folded 3-panel card. Inside message: “Jolly wishes to you!” 5” x 7”, 10 cards, 10 envelopes.
U67217 $12.50

ALUMINUM STAR GARLANDS
Balinese artisan Nik creates a set of three gleaming garlands to add shine to your holiday decor. Alternating hand-embossed stars and diamonds are separated by silver tone beads. Ready to hang anywhere you want a festive look. Each strand is 58” L.
U41739 $24.95

GARDEN OF CONTENTMENT
Soft white snow floats gracefully down, gently covering a beautiful Asian garden. Many consider the snow the most beautiful flower in a winter garden. 5” x 7”, 12 cards, 12 envelopes.
U74416 $12.50

ANGEL OF SERENITY
The embossing of tin sheet, known as hoja de lata, is a Oaxacan art form that dates back to Spanish colonial times. Aida and Cristino Lavariega in Mexico employ the techniques to create this beautiful angel statuette. 7.5” H.
U74404 $32.95

IN 2021, UNICEF REACHED NEARLY 336 MILLION CHILDREN WITH SERVICES TO PREVENT STUNTING AND OTHER FORMS OF MALNUTRITION.
HAPPY SLOTH ORNAMENTS
Slow, silly and so sweet, these six gentle sloths hang around the Christmas tree waiting for Santa. Each felted wool sloth is handcrafted by a talented group of artisans in India who decorate each one with different colored hats and scarves. Set of six. Each approx. 3.5” L x 4.75” H.
U74411 $26.95

COZY PUPPY ORNAMENTS
Felted wool puppies are ready for a winter’s walk in their coats and scarves. Handcrafted in India by Ashish Mehta. Set of six, each approx. 4” H.
U37466 $26.95

COZY BEARS ORNAMENTS
Pairs of bears are ready for a winter adventure. The set of six includes two polar bears, two brown bears and two grizzly bears, all dressed up for an outing. Handcrafted by Indian artisan Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U67786 $26.95

COZY PENGUINS ORNAMENTS
Ready for a winter’s day out, six felted wool penguins are excited for cold weather. Handcrafted by Indian artisan Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U52227 $26.95

COZY KITTEN ORNAMENTS
Felted wool kittens stay warm in their winter coats. Handcrafted in India by Ashish Mehta. Set of six, each approx. 4” H.
U37467 $26.95

COZY BARNYARD ORNAMENTS
This barnyard bunch is ready for Christmas. The set of six felted wool ornaments includes a pig, goat, donkey, cow, sheep and horse. Each one is dressed in its holiday best, ready for the festivities. Handcrafted by Indian artisan Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U67787 $26.95

COZY PUPPIES ORNAMENTS
Felted wool puppies are ready for a winter adventure. Handcrafted in India by Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U52228 $26.95

COZY CATS ORNAMENTS
Felted wool kittens are ready for a winter’s nap. Handcrafted in India by Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U52229 $26.95

COZY PENGUIN ORNAMENTS
Six felted wool penguins are ready for a cold winter. Handcrafted by Indian artisan Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U52230 $26.95

COZY TURTLES ORNAMENTS
Six felted wool turtles are ready for a winter’s nap. Handcrafted in India by Ashish Mehta. Each 3.5” H.
U52231 $26.95
HIMALAYAN HEIRLOOM Shawl

Colorful flowers dance under paisley clouds in a stunning jamawar-style shawl from India’s Sandeep Malhotra. This 100% wool wrap combines rich hues masterfully. Dry clean only. 79” L x 28” W.

U488580 Brown (shown) $64.95
U37486 Teal $64.95

A. SMILING LLAMA HAT

This adorable hat makes a fun gift for the unique people on your list. Peruvian artisan Elsa Flores crochets the chullo hat in crimson, complete with a smiling llama face and ears. 90% wool, 10% poly. Machine wash. One size fits most.

U67470 $38.95

B. INCA SUNRISE SLING BAG

This charming 100% alpaca sling bag is made by the artisans of the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco in Peru. They raise the alpacas, shear, spin and dye the wool, weave the fabric on a traditional loom and finish by cutting and sewing the bag. Fully lined, zip closure and interior zip pocket. Bag 7” L x 6” W, strap 47” L.

U68501 $41.95

C. STATION MASTER DOMINOES GAME

This “Mexican Train” style dominoes game features a wood train station, diecast metal trains and 91 double-12 dominoes all in a sliding top wooden storage box. Game rules included. 8.5” L x 7” W.

U1058 $69.95

D. LIFE PATH EARRINGS

Life has twists and turns and ups and downs, just like these 18k gold-plated brass earrings from Bali’s Suana Yasa. A simple reminder that life is all about the journey.

U67516 $27.95

E. EMBROIDERED LONG SHIRT

Designed by Shalabh, this shirt showcases India’s chikankari hand embroidery on front, back and three-quarter length sleeves. The long, relaxed top is made of 100% cotton. Machine wash. Made in India. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).

E. US8564 White $49.95
F. US8655 Terracotta $49.95
G. U74339 Sage $49.95

H. WOOD PUZZLE ORNAMENTS

Designed to hang on the tree, this set of three miniature wooden puzzles offer something more, a gift and decoration all in one. The set includes one of each game – Snake Cube, Falling Star and the classic six-piece Burr puzzle. Makes a great family gift or separate and give as stocking stuffers. Set of 3. Each approx. 1.5” Sq.

U74408 $19.95

I. SEA DREAMS ACCESSORIES

A luxuriously soft hat with matching fingerless mitts made from 100% alpaca fibers and inspired by the colors of the sea. Caribbean blue, Azores teal, and Maldives blue are knit together in geometric patterns. A fashionable set for chilly days. Hand wash or dry clean.

U56357 Sea Dreams Hat $32.95
U56358 Sea Dreams Mitts 9" L $29.95

SHOP FOR GOOD. DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT.

Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.
G. EVERYDAY GEMSTONE EARRINGS
Set in sterling silver, seven pairs of stud earrings from India’s Bhavya Jain feature different gemstones for each day of the week including onyx, lapis, pearl and more. Includes a days-of-the-week velvet patch for storing. Each approx 3/8” diam.
U52192 $78.95

ANDEAN FIELDS COTTON SKIRT
Easygoing and comfortable, this pretty cotton skirt can be dressed up or down. The mid-length, a-line skirt features an elastic waist with a drawstring and side pockets, and is decorated with tonal embroidery along the panels with mandala motifs and scalloped trim along the hem. Made in Peru. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size M is 24.5” L
H. U68173 Timeless Tee - Ivory $39.95
I. U71830 Andean Fields - Chambray $59.95
J. U66176 Andean Fields - Olive $59.95

D. WHEN PIGS FLY SCULPTURE
A figure of speech comes to life in this winged pig sculpture crafted by Thai ceramic artisan Duangkamol. The cute pig features a rustic blue finish that gives it a charming, antiqued look. A friendly reminder that nothing is impossible. 5.5’ L x 3” W.
U485337 $35.95

E. DEER TOTEM CUFF
This wide wristband bracelet is handstrung with tiny glass beads on silken threads by Angeles Gonzalez in Guadalajara, Mexico. The cuff-style bracelet closes with two loops and features a Huichol-style deer motif at the center. 7.5” L.
U74415 $29.95

F. PRECIOUS DROP NECKLACE
A teardrop of natural turquoise is set in precious sterling silver by jewelry designer Guillermo Arregui. He works in Mexico’s legendary Taxco silver to create this simple yet classic design with a feeling of old world charm. Chain 17.75” L, pendant 0.5” L
U65390 $49.95

K. YELLOW CAT POT
A unique and fun accent for any space, this petite multifunctional planter is hand crafted by Guatemalan ceramic artisan Jose Arriola. Sporting the visage of a cat on both sides, the small yellow pot is ideal for a succulent, small plant, or any number of uses. 5.5” H x 3.5” diam.
U74422 $42.95

L. NOAH’S ARK MINI ORNAMENTS
Artisan Jose Arriola handcrafts and hand-paints each mini terracotta animal in this whimsical set of 30 ornaments. Like Noah’s Ark, the set includes pairs of 15 different animals such as elephants, tigers, frogs, dogs and more. Each includes a loop for hanging. Cotton storage bag. Ornaments range from 0.5” – 1” L.
U66639 $34.95
PERUVIAN KIMONO SWEATERS
Peruvian artisan Alfredo Falcon knits rows of geometric patterned stripes to fashion this unique design. Ribbed hem with kimono-style sleeves. 90% acrylic, 10% alpaca blend. S/M, L/XL.
A. U485947  Cuzco Dance  $43.95
B. U485005  Fiesta Dance  $43.95
C. U485464  Lima Dance  $43.95 (online)

D. ANAHUAC FLOWERS
The Del Toro Family crafts these unique earrings with sterling silver feathers and natural flowers captured in clear resin. They call them Anahuac after the ancient name of Mexico City where their family-run workshop is located. 1.5” L.
U74430  $24.95

KENYAN BEADED BOXES
These whimsical boxes come from BeadWORKS, an organization that trains rural Kenyan women to earn a sustainable income. Tiny glass beads on wire form the box with a petite animal on the lid. A perfect place to store keepsakes.
3.25” H x 3.25” diam.
E. U67783  White Elephant  $31.95
F. U67100  Golden Lion  $31.95
G. U67124  White Rhino  $31.95

PERUVIAN PATCHWORK GLOVES
Patchwork patterns of traditional Andean motifs cover our 100% alpaca gloves by Peruvian artisan Nestor Yana. One size fits most. Dry clean. 10” L.
G. U170263  Multi  $37.95  H. U37167  Blue  $37.95

J. CUSCO TRAVELER SLING BAG
Kathiana Quispe of Peru designs this colorful leather and suede sling bag featuring embossed llama and Incan motifs. Fully lined with a zip closure. 9.5” L x 7.75” W, adjustable strap 47” – 55” L.
U37175  $49.95

HANDBRUSHED SLIPPER SOCKS
Warm your toes with the help of these festive crew-length slipper-style socks. Female artisans living in the Himalayan communities hand-knit these socks from a long-lasting acrylic and nylon blend yarn. Himalayan Valley Knitters is a Fair Trade Certified™ organization, and each item you purchase helps to support local orphanages.
Sizes S, M. 80% acrylic, 20% nylon. Machine wash cold. S: fits women’s sizes 8 to 9.5/ mens’s size 7 to 8.5; M: fits women’s size 9.5 to 11/ men’s size 9 to 10.5.

“...The aim of Himalayan Valley Knitters is to advocate for the most vulnerable people in our region, especially women. Bit by bit, sock by sock, we can all continue to create a better planet, with more hope and greater opportunities for women and children.”

SHOP FOR GOOD. DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT.
Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.
A. PINTUCK BEADED BLOUSE
A sheer delight to wear, this 3/4-sleeve tunic is at once breezy and tailored. Pintuck pleats add texture and shaping, while an angled hem lends a relaxed look. The blouse is accented with tiny beads along the neckline, bodice and cuffs. 100% cotton. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). U53343 White $59.95
U74438 Aqua $59.95
U74439 Antique $59.95

B. HARMONY NECKLACE
The versatile necklace set from Bhavya Jain features four faceted gemstone pendants which can be worn together or separately. The set features one-carat stones of citrine, peridot, blue topaz and garnet, each set in a sterling silver bezel ready to wear on the included sterling silver cable chain. Made in India. Chain 18"L. U74433 $59.95

C. BEADED WRAP BRACELETS
Guatemala’s Cristobal Ramirez meticulously strings glass beads into fantastic wrap bracelets in a variety of colors and patterns. Button closure. Each 22" L. C. U27054 Country Land $39.95
D. U488460 Country River $39.95
E. U27055 Country Market $39.95

F. STONEWASHED JOGGERS
These hip, stonewashed joggers feature a tapered leg with an elastic cuff, an elastic waist with a drawstring and side seam pockets. The look is loose and casual, the feel is absolute comfort. 100% rayon. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). US1151 Khaki $69.95
(Other color options are available online)

G. WORRY DOLL LOVE WREATH
This endearing heart shaped wreath by Guatemalan artisan Elias Garcia celebrates the tradition of quitapenas, or worry dolls. The array of worry dolls wearing colorful handwoven clothing is sure to be a conversation piece at your holiday party. 9.5" H x 9.5" W. U52212 $27.95

H. FIESTA COTTON Shawl
Cotton yarns are handwoven on a traditional loom to create the intricate stripes and patterns of this vibrant shawl by Elena Ixtamer from Guatemala. Hand-knotted fringed ends. Machine wash. 100% cotton. 78" L. U52195 $79.95

I. CHAKRA DROPS EARRINGS
Both funky and elegant, Wayan Trisna’s teardrop earrings sparkle with a rainbow of colorful gemstones. A lotus motif is hand stamped on the textured sterling silver with amethyst, citrine, carnelian, garnet, iolite, peridot and reconstituted turquoise drops suspended from it, symbolizing the seven chakras. 1.5" L. U74424 $42.95

J. HANDPAINTED GOURD BIRDHOUSE
Peruvian artist Percy Rojas transforms dried mate gourds into nesting shelters decorated with floral motifs and other natural wonders. Hang it in your favorite trees in the garden or wherever you relax to watch the birds. Blue approx. 8.75" L, Pink, Yellow approx. 11.5" L. J. U65410 Pink $37.95
K. U64625 Blue $37.95
L. U64501 Yellow $37.95

M. MAkALU HAt & Mitts
Colorful and fun, these cozy fingerless mitts and matching hat will keep you warm and stylish on chilly days. Each are hand knit in Nepal and embroidered using 100% wool and lined with super soft polyester fleece. One size fits most adults. M. U74426 Hat $46.95
N. U74435 Mitts $45.95
LIVED-IN SWEATERS
This striking men’s 100% cotton sweater features stone washing and over-dyed hues, giving it a soft hand and lived-in look. Casual and comfortable, sure to become your new favorite sweater. Made in India. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27” L.
A. U70592 Crew Neck $69.95
B. U72425 Half Zip Neck $69.95

LIVED-IN WINTER HAT
Over-dyed and stone washed, this wide-rib knit cotton hat will keep you stylishly warm through the winter. One size fits most adults. Machine wash.
C. U74429 $21.95  D. U72869 $21.95

E. THINKING OF YOU
This suar wood sculpture depicts a figure deep in thought, his abstracted body yielding to the brain’s superiority. Hand-carved in Indonesia from local suar wood by Made Wirata. 11.75” H x 6.0” W x 2.0” D.
U11776 $59.95

F. TEAK PHONE SPEAKER
Handsome and handy, this teak wood phone speaker is designed by Thailand’s Sanai Keawchaisa. The deceptively simple design features a slot at the top for a phone and amplifies your favorite music or podcasts. 4.5” diam x 1.25” H
U36349 $39.95

G. INDIGO STRIPES SCARF
In indigo and white, stripes and square motifs decorate this super soft scarf from India. Afatab designs and crafts this artisanal cotton scarf using block-printing where the motifs are hand-carved into wood blocks that are used to stamp the fabric. Generously sized, it can be worn a multitude of ways. 91.0” L x 34.5” W.
U53360 $24.95

H. COMFY MENS SWEATERS
H. U47481 Grey Marl $54.95
I. U47483 Black $54.95

I. ANDean STYLE CUFF
Peruvian designer Patsy Chang crafts this cool Andean-style wristband bracelet in warm brown leather with an inset panel of multicolored handloomed wool. It fastens with a zamak buckle. Adjustable 7.25” - 8.75” x 1.5” W.
U74432 $34.95

J. BORUCA JAGUAR MASK
Colorful motifs adorn the face of a fierce jungle jaguar hand made in balsa wood by Marcos Rojas. In his home country of Costa Rica, the jaguar is considered a national symbol. 6.0” H x 4.5” W
U74436 $49.95

UNICEF ADULT TEES
Help spread the UNICEF message. Soft 100% combed cotton crewneck t-shirts in three colors. Machine wash. Unisex sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
K. U484288 Blue $20.00
L. U484286 White $20.00
M. U484287 Black $20.00
A. COTTON DISH TOWELS
Guatemalan artisan Eladio Chiroy handweaves a set of three festive striped dish towels from 100% cotton with soft fringed ends. Machine wash. Each 31" L x 24" W. U487199 $32.95

B. RELAXED CAT SCULPTURE
This little cat can sleep anywhere - a bookshelf, a table or a cabinet. Nengah Sudarsana carves the relaxed cat from suar wood, which displays a beautiful natural grain. His carving expertise is visible in the simple rendition of this sculpted feline. 6" W x 4.75" H. U46657 $49.95

C. WELCOMING HANDS
Open hands offer a welcoming gesture in this suar wood catchall from Bali. Wayan Rendah carves it by hand with a natural finish that highlights the grain of the wood. It’s ready to hold your keys, spare change or jewelry. 7.5" diam. x 2.75" H. U51512 $54.95

D. Set of 2 lined cosmetic bags 9.5" L x 4.25" diam. U38989 $19.95
E) Geometric motif sling bag 8.75" H x 7.0" x 5" L strap U41870 $17.95

Promoting the welfare of local weaving artisans, Desert Weavers of India crafts home decor and accessories using a weaving method called pattu featuring traditional motifs and colors.

F. PIROUETTE SILVER EARRINGS
Gleaming sterling silver forms graceful pirouettes in these earrings designed by Aoy in Thailand. 2" L. U14671 $24.95

G. BOLD LOTUS BATIK ROBE
Hand-painted lotus flowers come to life on Desak Nyoman Parwati’s lovely knee-length robe. She uses magenta, fuchsia and grass green to paint the vibrant floral motif using traditional batik methods, which include many steps and washes to achieve the final design. Includes side pockets and a matching tie belt. 100% rayon, machine wash. 39" L x 45" bust. U73973 $69.95

H. YOGA CLASS MAT BAG
Crafted from 100% cotton, this bag is designed as an easy and practical way to carry your yoga mat. The gorgeous Thai floral-printed tote features an adjustable strap, canvas lining, an open pocket outside and a zippered pocket inside to store small valuables. Made in Thailand. 18.0" L x 7.75" Diam. U69042 $46.95

I. U64900 Ninja Dogs $29.95  J. U64880 Ninja Cats $29.95

Promoting the welfare of local weaving artisans, Desert Weavers of India crafts home decor and accessories using a weaving method called pattu featuring traditional motifs and colors. Set of 2 lined cosmetic bags 9.5" L x 4.25" diam. Geometric motif sling bag 8.75" H x 7.0" x 5" L strap

We dream of a just and egalitarian order in which there is space for everyone, especially the weakest and the most deflected, so they can stand on their own feet and live a life of dignity,” says Mularam, a member of Desert Weavers of India.

The Desert Weavers organization reaches 90 villages, supporting more than 170 families in the Jodhpur district of Rajasthan to provide education, health services, social security, and to give a voice to the weakest.

NINJA ANIMALS STACKING GAMES
A simple game everyone will enjoy, especially pet lovers! Crafted from rich teak, the game features animal-shaped pieces in different poses. Stack them all up before the tower tumbles down. Perfect for the home office for a quick brain break. Travels easily with the included storage bag. Each piece approx. 3" L x 2" H. I. U64900 Ninja Dogs $29.95  J. U64880 Ninja Cats $29.95
A. **HANDMADE PAPER NOTEBOOKS**
Asha Prabha crafts a set of four colorful mini notebooks of handmade paper, presented in a desktop holder. Perfect for jotting notes and daily thoughts. Each 3” notebook contains 48 unlined pages. Made in India.
U67785   $19.95

B. **RAINBOW DREAMS WIND CHIME**
Local artisans in Bali collect fallen branches which suspend colorful cut glass droplets to create this rainbow chime. Each piece varies slightly. Approx 16” L x 11” W.
U33393   $39.95

C. **TEMPLE INCENSE SET**
Surround yourself with the scents of the tropics found in this mini incense set from Bali. The set includes: a glazed green ceramic holder for burning both incense sticks and cones, a pack each of nine sandalwood and jasmine incense sticks and a pack of five sandalwood cones, all neatly boxed and ready to store or give as a gift.
Box 4.25”L x 2.5” W
U65020   $23.95

D. **MAH-JONGG SOAP SET**
The boxed set of almond-scented guest soaps replicates 12 tiles from the classic game of skill and strategy called Mah-Jongg. Makes a great host gift. Each soap 1.5” L.
U52230   $37.95

E. **HACKY SACKS SET**
Made popular in the 1980s, hacky sacks or footbags are having a resurgence today as a fun and simple sport that is easy to pick up and play. Enjoy alone or get a free-style hacky circle going with family and friends. Each cotton fiber covering is handwoven in Guatemala and will vary within the set of three. Each approx 2.5” diam.
U72020   $23.95

**SHOP FOR GOOD. DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT.**
Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.

**LOGICAL MIND PUZZLE SET**
Keep everyone entertained with this handcrafted set of 6 or 12 wooden logic puzzle games. Games include Falling Star, Snake Cube, Ball in Jail and more. Raintree and rubberwood.
U486947  Set of 6   $39.95
U26337   Set of 12  $64.95

**GARDEN BIRDS ORNAMENTS**
Brazil’s Raul Vinelli works in pinewood to create this colorful flock of five delightful birds. Posed on flexible wire legs designed to wrap around branches or stand in a flower pot. Approx 3.5” W x 1.25” H.
U484846   $42.95

**ANTIGUA FIELDS CLUTCH**
The House of Antigua Artisans craft this gorgeous jaspe travel bag in shades of green using a traditional loom and trim it with brown ultrasuede. The bag is just the right size for cosmetics, charging cables or any small essentials. Fully lined with a zipper. 7.75” W x 6.0” H.
U54053   $17.95

**URBAN MINIMALIST EARRINGS**
Desi Antari skillfully crafts these simple, modern earrings from sterling silver, giving them a brushed satin finish. Silver, gold plated, rose gold plated. 1.25” L.
U37201 Gold Plated   $37.95
U168442 Sterling Silver   $27.95
U37202 Rose Gold Plated   $37.95

Your purchase helps UNICEF save and protect the world’s most vulnerable children while supporting artisans and their families globally.
EVERYDAY CARDS FOR EVERY SPECIAL MOMENT

ANIMAL EVERYDAY CARDS
Cute animals share happy greetings in these everyday cards featuring animal prints and smiling faces. Inside message same as card cover. Set of 12, 2 of each design, 12 envelopes. 5” x 7”.
U74396 $12.50

ABSTRACT ARTWORK EVERYDAY CARDS
Miro-inspired designs grace these pretty cards with everyday greetings including Best Wishes, Congrats!, Happy Birthday and Thank You. Inside message same as card cover.
Set of 12, 3 of each design, 12 envelopes. 5” x 7”.
U74377 $12.50

SERENE ANIMAL EVERYDAY CARDS
Serene animals share a multitude of greetings in these everyday cards featuring messages of Hello, Happy Birthday, I Love You, and more. Inside message same as card cover.
Set of 12, 1 of each design, 12 envelopes. 5” x 7”.
U74367 $12.50

CARDS FOR EVERYDAY
These all occasion cards can make every day extraordinary. Perfect for celebrating a birthday, sending a thank you note or showing you care, this engaging, sustainable assortment features recyclable paper and packaging imprinted with eco-friendly vegan ink. The collection includes six birthday and six blank cards with 13 envelopes. Each card is 6” x 6”.
U74353 $12.50
A HOUSE IN THE WOODS & TREES FOR THE SEASON
See page 9 for details

FREE SHIPPING
On orders over $75
(Use Code FreeShip75 at checkout*)

HELP UNICEF GIVE EVERY CHILD A FAIR CHANCE
Over eight decades, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) has built an unprecedented global support system for the world’s children. UNICEF USA advances the global mission of UNICEF by rallying the American public to support the world’s most vulnerable children. Together, we have helped save and meaningfully improve more children’s lives than any other humanitarian organization.

UNICEF won’t stop working for every child.
Learn how you can help UNICEF protect the rights of every child at unicefusa.org


The UNICEF name, logo and emblem are owned by UNICEF and protected by international law.